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About 125 classes cut spring semester
.

.

-by Joelle Subourne
ASSISTANT NEWS.EDITOR

UCFs colleges cancelled an estimated 125 spring
semester classes as a result of the budget shortfall.
Dr. John F. Bush, ·university registrar, made the
estimate Tuesday. The official figure was not available at press time.
.
According to a master list of schedule changes
from the Registrar's office, the colleges of Education
and Arts and Sciences led the way in cancelled
classes. The Education schedule cut 71 classes, _in-

eluding graduate courses, according to this list.
The College of Arts and Sciences' department
chairs were forced to delete 50 classes from the
finalized spring schedule, including 13 sections o.f
French, German and Spanish language classes. Arts
and Sciences Dean Edward P. Sheridan could not be
.
reached on Tuesday to discuss the c~ts.
In addition, seven classes were cut from the College of Health and Professional ~tudies, and one
management class was cut from the College of Busin~ss. The above figures are also according to the
master list.

But overall, Bush noted, more classes will be
offered this spring than spring 1990. The exact numbers were also unavailable Tuesday.
·
'The fact of the matter is that we don't have as
much money as we need, and when we don't, something has to give," Dr. Richard Astro, provost and vice
presid~nt fqr Academic Affairs, said.
Astro saitl a budget is allocated to each college, and
the deans d( the colleges decide how to spend it.
This bud~et includes class scheduling, but the
'\
I

see BUDGET CUTS page 6

Poll: WUCF should be
UCF v<>ice to community
by Julianne Jacks
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With some changes in programming
and a large donation, WUCF is setting
a new agenda for next semester. .
An impartial group of consultants
polled students in front of the library,
asking 25 questions about WUCF. The
survey found WUCF should be a "voice
of the university to the community."
Of 515 students, faculty and staff
polled, the results pr.edictably follow
the national pattern, according to Bob
Arnold, acting general manager Qf
WUCF-FM. I
Since the poll results.were returned,
a student programming advisory
committee has been formed. The
committee' is composed of four people
who make recommendations to the
Board of Directors regarding programming. The board is made of seven com-

munity members, two students, two
faculty members, two administrators
and one staff member, who will vote on
the recommendation.
'With two hours of air-time ·added
in the afterno9ns between 4 [p.m.] and
6 p.m., the committee will recommend
more campus news, a variety of music
and sports information," Arnold said.
'The board is not yet completely consolidated because everyone hasn't
agreed to serve."
Thirty-two percent of those polled
listen to the radio in general from one to
five hours per week, and 44. 7 percent
do not listen to WUCF at all. Most
people on the poll liked music best or
leasf about the station.
Denoy OeBoer/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
· "I like the music that the station FLY BALL
plays, but I can see that people are
upset about the lack of variety. Ev~ry Todd Jorie (left) tries to block a shot by Gr~gg Barker Saturday at the Doubles
Volleyball Tournament sponsored by Recreation Services.
see WUCF SURVEY page 5

Student senate election voided;
re-elections to be held Nov. 13·15
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

Patricia Nasser/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Helen Csikos, a junior music major, practices her trench horn at
the music department in preparation for a concert Oct. 30.

The interim Student Government Judicial
Council threw out the elections for the 23rd
student senate by a 4-0 vote on Monday.
The council also fired all of the main campus
election commissioners and ordered student
.body President Jeff Laing or his designee to
reapportion the senate properly by 5 p.m. today. That reapportionment-in which the 44
senate seats assigned to the six colleges are
reassigned by enrollment-must be based on
fall 1989 enrollment figures for
·each college.
New student senate elections will be held Nov. 13-15.
with new commissioners for
. both the main campus and the
Brevard campus, pending appeals of the decision to Dr. Lee
Tubbs, vice president for Student Affairs.
All senate seats wiJI be open
for new petitions of candidacy,
although candidates who have
already filed petitions with the
proper amount of signatures
will not have to refile.
The council made the decision in a case brought by Don
Taylor, who lost the election for
Arts and Sciences seat 9 to
Patty Purish, 287-221.
He appealed the entire elec-

tion on five points:
• the Election Commission was not appointed
three senate meetings prior to the end of the
summer term;
• polls at the Brevard campus opened three
hours late Sept. 1 7;
• polls at the main campus open€d 40-45 iµinutes late Sept. 18; ·
• commissioners did not hold regular office
hours daily; and
.
•the senate was not reapportioned as required.
see ELECTIONS page 8
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, The draft beer
nor particulariy attractive. ·
But in all our years in brewing business
found no other container better
suited fo'r maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft be~r than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft beer, it comes from a keg... ft~
Not because we still care that muth about kegs. B~t because we L e.\)1'-®~
still care that much about quality
..
11'. a(~
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why ld~e
Budweiser has remained the King of ~eers® for more than fQ~
110 years.
·
. .

.

1d'\J"0V•
'

PRE~MASH

BASH
. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26 AT SPM
FEATURING THE DEAD PIGS
.

.

KNIGHT OUT PUB ·.
.

••
••

.

(GIVE AWAYS AND HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS) ·

· UCF REPRESENTATIVE
RYAN FISH 380-0064·

••
••
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UCF students join Americans in_Saudi Arabia
· by Chris Marlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August, the
United States has been sending tr-oops to positions
throughout the Middle East, primarily in Saudi
Arabia. At least two UCF students have.been sent to
Saudi Arabia .
One of those students belonged to a military police
reserve company stationed in Ocala.
Ben McMa~on, a senior majoring in business at
UCF, was activated in September. On Oct. 15, following a brief stay in Fort Stuart, Ga., he left for Saudi
Arabia.
Decisions concerning precisely who will go to the
Middle East are made at Forces Command.
McMahon's wife, ·who lives in Ocala, could not be
reached for c9mment. She has been ·actively involved
with UCF's ROTC cadets in gathering and sending
letters to the armed forces stationed in the Mideast.
McMahon is a member of the UCF Anny ROTC.
While pursuing his business degree, McMahon is also

•

•

pursuing an active duty commission in the U.S.
Army.
"Ben McMahon is dedicated, mature and responsible, and represents this university in the finest
fashion," Army ROTC Lt. Col. Daniel J. Conn said.
· Conn, professor of military science and department chair of ROTC, said he is concerned fo.r the wellbeing of all American service men and women.
"We all pray that a peaceful solution can be obtained because life is too precious to treat it frivolously," Conn sa,id:
"Ben called me when he found out...! had the same
thoughts he had. When you raise your right.hand and
swear faith and allegiance to your country ...you l!ave
to do whatever Congress or the president deems
necessary. That's what we're here for," said Conn, a
Vietnam veteran.
Conn said tha,t in the three years he's been at UCF,
the student body ha$ always been patriotic and ·
appreciative ofits fellow students' duties. '
''They know the students here, if called, will serve
with dignity, grace and honor, and will recognize

their responsibilities, serving with distinction,'; Conn
·
said.
Frank McDonald, a trumpet player in the UCF
marching band, left for the Arabian desert just a few
days ago. "He left quite abruptly," Larry Guiterrez,
McDonald's former roommate, said.
McDonald's family could not be reached for further
details. ·
The Air Force ROTC reported no previous or cur-·
rent cadet placel]lents in Saudi Arabia.
There could be more UCF students called to action
at any time. Ifcalle~, any tuition and fee payinents to
UCF will be refunded.
·
According to Conn, "You :need to under's tand that
very many of my cadets are not only in military
science, but are also mem]:>ers oflocal Army National
Guard reserve units ... and on a case by case basis,
they could be mobilized to go."
Mark Edmonds, Mark-Robinson, Jerry Biller, Jim
see STUDENTS page6

Coast Guard reservist protests
U.S. erltering PerSian .Gulf crisis
•

by J.C. Smith .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

-puMPVOU UP
-,

Chris Delli Carpini, a sophomore psychology major, works out in
the UCF dome, which is open to all UCF students with an l.D.
--

Her talent has been recog• STUDIOS TOUR
The UCF Cinematography nized since publication of her
Flu shots will ·be available
in the Student Health Center Association is presenting·Tal- first collection of poetry, ''Talk
- ent Round-Up from 1 p.m. to 4 of I;Iappiness·," in 1957.
after Oct. 22.
Moritz will appear at 2:30
The cost of the flu shots will p.m. on Oct. 20 at the wardrobe
be $4.00 for UCF ' stude~ts and · training center at Universal p.m. in the Board of Regents
room, on ,the third floor of the
$9.00 for faculty and staff Studios.
Guest speakers will inclµde Administration Building.
members.
The World Writers Series is
various professionals from
•LAW SCHOOLS VISIT
Universal such as those work- sponsored by the UCF DepartGraduate and law school ing in casting, stunt work, di- men of English and The
representative-s will be on recting, etc., as well as film Orlando Sentinel.
hand Mon., Oct. 22 at UCF to instructors from UCF.
give information to interested
Those in attendance will • JAZZ CONCERT
. students.
have an opportunity to sign up · The Central Florida Jazz
Two sessions will be held- as an extra with Extra Express Society, a non-profit organiza.:at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.-at the for up.coming photo, television . tion, presents Tracy AlexanStudent Center Auditorium.
and film productions.
der and Trio with Janet
Schools represented will be: '
Those who wish to attend Robertson.
Barbiri Professional Testing should meet at the Creative
The trio will include AlexCenter, Barry University, · Image/Extra Express office at ander on drums, Per DanielCumberland School of Law, 12:45 p.m.
son on t>iano, Don Mopsick on
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
For additional information bass and Dave MacKenzie on
University, FSU College of and directions to Extra Ex- saxaphone. ·
Law, UF College of Law, Mer- press, call Roger Darnell at .
They will perform from 2
cer Law School, U of Miami 894-1445; Nancy Nelson at p.m .. to 5 p.m. on Oct. 21 at .
School of Law, Nova U Law 331-5872 or 341-0041; Jenni Chris's House of Beef, 801
Center, Rollins College Gradu- Gold at 249-1194; or Connie ·John Young Parkway,
ate School of Business, USF Wang at 658-4502.
Orlando. CFJS asks for dona- College- of Public H~alth,
A last chance planning tions in the amounts of $5 for
Southeastern University of meeting will be held at 6:30 members, $7.50 for non-memHealth Sciences, South Texas p.m. on today at PC3-201.
bers and $2.50 for students.
College School of Law, St. .
For additional information
Thomas University, St. Tho- • RUSSIAN POET ·
contact Karen Weinberg, by
mas University School ofLa\y,
The acclaimed World Writ- calling 539-CFJS.
Thunderbird Graduate School ers Series at UCF will open its
of International Management 1990-91 program Oct. 22 with
and Widener University Unna Moritz, who is consid- • ROCK·A· THON
The Central Florida StuSch-001 of Law.
ered one of the finest poets dents Against Driving Drunk
For information, contact writing in the Soviet Union toCoalition in conjunction With
James Gracey at 823-2361.
day.
MADD will hold an all-day
•FLU SHOTS

..

.

.

'

A Coast Guard reservist burned his orders
Tuesd~y in front of the Federal Building in
downtown.Orll;llldo to protest the U.S. presence
in the Persian Gulf and to bring attention to two
marine corporals who refused to go to Saudi
Arabia.
Seaman Tom CulTerton, 23, said his demonstration was part · of a national movement
aimed at bringing attention to one of the marines, Jeff Paterson. He said 15 major cities
across the United States held vigils in support
of Paterson.
Cullerton attends Valencia Community College and plans to transfer to UCF next
semester.
On Aug. 29, Paterson, 22, sat down on the
runway of the Kaneohe Marine Corp.s Air Station and refused to board a plane headed for
Saudi Arabia. He faces a full court martial.
Cullerton served in the National Guard full
time for two years aboard the Coast Guard-

cutter De.pendable.
,
After active duty, he was to serve in the
reserves for six years,. but , asked to be discharged in January as a conscientious objector
of war. He was to. report for reserve duty in _
,
Clearwater on Aug. 24.
Coast Guard officials told him Monday that
his request for a discharge would be granted. He
said the Coast Guard djschatged him the day
before his press conference to avoid negative
publicity.
"It shows me that right now it's just a desper~ .
ate ploy to silence me and others like me," he
·
·
said.
Coast Guard spokesman Joe Dye denied the
allegation. He said the decision was made at a
hearing in May when the hearing officer recommended discharge for reason of convenience to
the government.
He said the·timing was just a coincidence.
Dye said Cullertcm was still in the reserves
w~en he burned .his orders Tuesday morning.

Rock-A~Thon at Orlando
Fashion Squai;e from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. on Oct. 20..
The event will take place i~
the mall's west court nea:r
Sears.
More than 50 high school
students from the tri-county
area will continuously rock in
rocking chairs .in an effort to
encourage community awareness for SADD programs and
demonstrate their concern
against drunken and drugged
driving.
-The Rock-A-Thon will also
be supported by · representation from the :Police Department and Sheriff's Office of
Central Florida. ·
F.or information, - contact
Sandy Martin at 896-1131.
•MADDNIGHT

Mothers Against Drunk
Driving is holding a Community Awareness Night at 7:30
p.m. Monday, at the Winter
Park Civic Center, 1050 W.
Morse Blvd., Winter Park.
The evening will be a program of basic, easy-to-understand information about the
MADD organization.
The guest speaker i~ Steve
Rondinaro of WESH-TV
Channel 2.
Those who attend the program will be eligible to win a
free weekend at the Grand
Cypress Resort or the Stouffer

see COAST GUARD page 6 ·

Orlando Resort.
Those eligible to win will be
those wh9 bring the most
adults (18 and over) to the
program.
For more information; call
422-6~33.

•ATTENTION DEFICIT

Russell Barkley, Ph.D., dir·ector of Psychology and professor of Psychiatry and 'Neui:9logy at the University of
Massachusetts Medical Center will speak at the University Behavioral Center from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. on Satl.irday .
.
The topic, "Attention Defi.cit Disorder in Children and
Adolescents: Diagnosis, Management and Treatment," is
based on Barkley's years of
research at the center for At- .
ten ti on . Deficit Disorder,
. which he founded at the
UMASS Medical Center.'
Barkley will provide detailed and current information
on the presenting symptoms,
differential diagnosis and associated characteristics of
ADHD in children and
adolescents.
He will also expfore the
most effective therapies available for the management of
ADHD in school and in the
home.
For further information,
contact Karla Brunig or Kristy

4
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Source says research .takes
pl-iority; Altman dis~grees
In the last few years, there has been a dramatic increase in UCF research. Last year UCF
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
received $28 million in research grants, a 25
A recent magazine article srud universities percent increase since 1985.
Dr. Edward Sheridan, dean of the College of
rank research higher than students' educations. But UCF President Steven Altman and Arts and Sciences, said UCF has become a
research university.
professors say UCF is not guilty.
Sheridan said he feels teaching alon~ is inThe article was in the Oct. 15 issue of U.S.
sufficient at the university level; a university
News & World Report.
"UCF started with strong teaching and professor should also contribute to the world's
advancement of knowledge.
added the research element," Altman said.
However, Sheridan said he does not think
UCF professors say research has been emphasized recently, but that it does not take research is put ahead of students.
UC F's Dr. Richard Tucker, chairman of the
precedence over teaching.
Altman said faculty members have two re- Psychology Department, said he feels research
sponsibilities: teaching and scholarly activity, is important-to give professors credibility and
which includes research and service.in.the aca- to make them more competitive for research
demic community.
·
grants.
"It's not just a teaching mission anymore,"
But a faculty member who only teaches will
Tucker said.
never become a professor.
Tucker also said he has heard students
Stanford University President Donald Kennedy said in the article that faculty who show c·omplain that faculty members are more conoutstanding teaching ability often fail to receive cerned with research than with students.
·
tenure. ,
Tucker said he feels the ·complaints are a
"In the past, the emphasis was on research natural reaction to any kind of change.
Tucker added that he hopes the increase in
and teaching. Today, it is on research and research," said Erich Bloc4, forme.r director of the graduate students hired to assist professors in
teaching or research will alleviate the problem.
National Science Foundation.
by Mary Watkins

----li]
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FRAMES 'N SUCH ... INC.
PAULA M . PEDDIE
407-657-2083

Limited Editions
Llthos
Photos
Oils
Needlework
Shadowboxes

Alorna Square
6728 Alorna Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32792

NOW -OPEN

Aloma

~rt

Supplies ·

"'.Beginner to Professianal"
Alo ma

Art &. Drafting Supplies
Student Discounts!!

Shopping

. Center
679-8787

$50 _O FF

Muslim Association raises - ~oney
to -send to Muslilns ·in Palestine
by Jamie Carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The UCF Muslim. Student
Association hosted a convention Saturday night to raise
money for aid to the oppressed
Muslims in Palestine.
About 200 people attended

the Intifada convention, which
featured two speakers on the
current situation in Palestine.
A focus was the Palestinian
- massacre that occurred a few
weeks ago.
The key note speaker, Dr.
Yaser Saleh, president of the
Islamic Association of Pales-

COMING

tine, spoke about the
association's role in the United
States· and what AmericanPalestinians can do to support
the peoples in the homeland.
The other speaker, Dr. Abu
Jamil, spoke about his recenl
see MUSLIMS page 9

·MONDAY OCTOBER

22ND • • • •

GRADUATE/LAW ·scHOOL
RECRUITMENT DAY
-

.SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
PARTIAL LIST OF GRADUATE/LAW SCHOOLs ATTENDING

Baribri Professional Testing Center
Barry university
.
Cumberland School° of Law ·
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Florida State University College of Law
University of Florida College of Law
Mercer Law School
Uni v.e~si ty o.f Miami School of Law
..;,
Nova University Law Center
Rollins College Graduate School of Business
University of .South Florida College of Public Healtb .
Southeastern University of Health Sciences
South Texas College School of Law
Stetson University co.i lege of Law
St. Thomas University -.. .
.
St. ·Thomas University Scnool of Law
Thunderbird Graduate School of International Management
Wide~er University School of Law

LOCATION:
STUDENT CENTER ·AUDITORIUM
TIME: 10-=AM TO 12.:NQON AND ·1 :PM TO 3=PM
FOR FUR"~HER INFORMATION, CONTA.CT JIM GRACEY IN lHE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361

•
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What Our Students

Do The Night Before
· ·TheLSAT

•

WUCFSURVEY
FROM PAGE 1

taste needs to be represented,"
student Shannon Pines said.
Of those asked, 87.6 percent
said they were not aware UCF
had a radio station.
Most of those who knew
found oµt about the campus
station through a friend or adv~rtisement.

"I found out about the station
byflippingthrough the stations
one day. More people would
know about it if they advertised
a little more," student Brad
Hilcock said. "If we can have

•

•

the huge Greek signs, then a
huge WUCF sign couldn't
hurt."
When asked what changes
or additions should be made,
-27.9 percent said more musical
variety and 12.1 percent said
more news and campus activities. ·
The John S. Cohen Foundatio-n of London is donating
$100,000 to WUCF within the
next two and a half years, and
the state will match the gift
with a donation of $50,000 to
the station.
"Richard Cohen works for
the Orlando division of the
foundation· and has convinced
them that WUCF would be a

good investment," Arnold said .
"The foundation generally
works with op~ra music, but if
they're willing to support us,
we'll use the money for equipment."
WUCF is still searching for
other possible radio frequencies; though nothing definite
has been found yet.
According to Arnold, the
consultants' recommendations include reverting to an
all volunteer or intern staff
next seme~ter .
"On Air" staff who are currently paid but who do not
have a position of responsibility are being asked to continue
their shifts as volunteers.

On the day of the L.SAT, you want to be well rested~ prepared
and confident.
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep' Mfor the 15AT will give you the
preparation you will need to score your best: live instruction,
practice testing, a home study pack, prov~n test-taking strategies,
our Test You·r Bestrn guarantee and loads of confidence.
·
Call us today. 'J.!e make the 15AT easy to take.

I STANLEY H. KAPIAN

~Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400
Prep and Test Your Best are trademarks of Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Lld.

HERE'S WHY
.THE SMART MONEYAT
·UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

I•

Because it does. Sniait investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000 _
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable ar:muity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the -long-term perspectlve essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
, The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account
The CREF Social Choice Account

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you '11 have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

Our experienced retirement counselors
will .be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more·about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We hav~ done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets. ·

ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sm

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
©1990 TIAA-CREF
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Don't
go out
v1ithout
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
. about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
· needles with infected
· · drug user's, there's one
other woy you can get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it. ·'·
And if you get, you'll
~ikely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so_can you.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.
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BUDGET CUTS
FROM PAGE 1

actual class selection is done at
the departmental level.
In other words, the Economics Department chair-not the
dean of Business-would decide whether to offer two sections of Economics I, or one
section of Economics I and one
of Economics II.
"Class schequles for the
spring semester were made
before we 1 knew how the
[budget] cuts would affect us,
so some cla~s had to be
cancelled," sa41 Dr. Stuart
Lilie, dean· of Undergraduate
Studies and associate vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Astro said the total is·about
60 to 70 less classes than he
had hoped for, and said the
actual cut is less than originally feared.
"But if we ~ea real problem
in an area we'll add sections,"
he said.
The classes are being
cancelled because, due to the
revenue shortfall, the money
isn't available to pay faculty to
teach them.
Astro said 85 to 90 percent
of Academic Affairs' budget is
used for faculty salaries.

COASTGUARD

-

"We don't have enough summer classes hasn't been
money to staff the sections," done, the effects ofbudget cuts
Lynn said. "This is particu- on 1991's summer schedule is
larly dramatic because we've not yet known.
had a substantial increase in
In reference to rumors
students, and if we don't get an . about a cancellation of sumincrease in the numbers of mer 1991 A term-or all three
money, we can't serve these summer terms-Astro said,
students."
'
"As of now, there has been no ·
Since some classes, such as cutting of summer. There is no
foreign language classes, are strategy of doubling B term
primarily taught by adjuncts, and cutting A term."
these· were some of the first
"There is a possibility of
classes to go. .·
another budget cut in J anuThis is because UCF does ary or February, and that cut
not have a contractual obliga- would affect the summer
tion to adjuncts as they do to terms," he said. This may be a
full-time faculty.
1 to 3 percent cut.
The last classes to go, Astro
"We've already asked for
said, are senior level classes plans from the deans regardthat students in their final ing scheduling in case this
happens," Astro said.
semester or two may need.
"The last thing we want to
"What if next year's appro·do is inflict pain on students," · priation isn't any better?" Astro . asked. "That's trading in
Astro said.
"What we're trying to do is comfort now for none .next
serve people on a priority ba- year."
Summer A term is funded
sis-those close to finishing,"
Lynn said.
'
in the current fiscal year, but
She added that all educa- the B term will be funded
tion courses ar~ upper divi- .under next year's fiscal
budget. _
sion.
.
"While we want to minimize
The academic departments
any pain in the instructional should receive the spring 1991
pro.cess, we'd rather not have Class Schedules on Friday.
the class at all than [have it] in
Lilie said when students get
an inappropriate format, like a their. copies they will notice
classroom that's too small," blank blocks of space in the
listings where cancelled
Astro said.
Although the scheduling for clas$es were "whited-out."

Sui:anne Lake/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GROUP THERAPY
Mike Butrucio', a senior music major, practices hls trombone with
the marching band on the UCF practice field.

FROM PAGE 1

His discharge will be final in a
matter of days, Dye said.
Cullerton said he was attacked by crew members on his
ship.
_
"I was handcuffed and
shackled and left in a compartment of the ship for an hour,
'blindfolded," he said.
He filed a complaint but
said the Coast Guard tried to
discourage him with a barrage
of paper work.
Dye said he had no knowledge of the incident.
Cullerton said a war with
Iraq would be unjust.
"The fact of the matter is
that we're getting ready to
fight for corporations and oil,"
he said.
"We are not policeman of the
world," Cullerton said. 'We are
just another country in the
world that needs to join together and stop this m~
[Hussein]."
Instead of military action,
Cullerton. advocates economic
sanctions, economic boycotts
and diplomacy through the
United Nations.
Representatives from the
Florida Coalition for Peace
and Justice and the
Gainesville chapter of Veterans for Peace attended in support of Cullerton.

. STUDENTS
FROM PAGE3

Hanso and Charlie Brown, all
graduates of UCF, are in
Saudi Arabia with their divisions.
Edmonds and Robinson are
infantry lieutenants in the
. 82nd Airborne, and Biller and
Hanson are infantry lieutenants in 10lstAirborne. Brown
belongs to the 197th infantry
division out of Fort Benning.
All are 1989 graduates,
exceptf Edmonds, who graduated in 1987.

"WI H-CLASS SA DI
PART~TIME JOI I DESERVE

A.PAID VACATION~"

"And UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. Bunhey do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year working part-time _
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
for a full-time student.
"Th·e benefits jon't stop there, either.

I get paid holidays, medical and dental benefits, even a student loan if
I need one. I got to pick morning

or evening shifts. I work in Op~rations,
but some students work in accounting,
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and
Customer Service.
;,If you want to make money whi.le you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS ·office. For
inte.rviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

M/F

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS D1EUVER~S EJUCATIDI
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old senate had to introduce a
senate reapportionment bill
ELECTIONS
by the end of the summer
FROM PAGE 1
semester.
·
"To be honest.. .I wasn't
At the hearing, Taylor told aware that reapportionment
the council the points in his has to be done every year," said
appeal showed the election Vining, who was chairman of
was unfair to both the candi- E&A in the summer.
dates and the students.
DiBona said a few senators
"I'm saying it was unfair to had been asked to write a reapeverybody," he said.
portionment bill over the sumTaylor said the failure to mer, but none of them got it
reapportion the senate made done.
/
"I would call it noncomplisome colleges misrepresented
in the senate as it now stands. ance by the 22nd Student
"You have it within your Senate," DiBona said.
Former Sen. Scott Bowen
power to remedy the situation," he said.
said E&A's Vice Chairman,
, SG Attorney General-desig- Steve Bywater, told him that
nate Chris Vining said except he was working on the bill.
for the reapportionment issue,
Bowen, who chaired the
Taylor's appeal was the same Legislative, Judicial and
as those of David Mann and Rules Committee for most of
the summer, said that commitGarci Perez.
Both had contested the elec- tee could have written the bill,
tion on the failure to open the but did not.
"It's generally considered.
polls on time. Both lost their
appeals.
inappropriate for another .
"Reapportionment doesn't committee to introduce a bill in
determine whether the elec- another area [not its own]," he
tion was invalid," Vining said. said.
According to senate rule
"SG's staace is that the elec3.0l(A), l.JR is responsible for
tion was valid," he said.
Student body Vice Presi- amending the SG constitution,
dent Jason DiBona agreed statutes and senate rules, exwith Taylor about misrepre- cept for any section which
sentation. "The representa- another committee has prition is not correct at the mo- mary jurisdiction over.
According to rule 3.01 (C),
ment," he said.
According to SG statute E&A has primary jurisdiction
301.3, the Efections and Ap- over all legislation dealing
pointments Committee of the with elections.

Bowen said the statutes
don't lay out a specific timetable for reapportionment.
"It's just usually done by the
end of the summer," he said.
Senate candidate Derek
Brett told the council he lost
one day of campaigning because he could not get campaign materials approved by
the Election Commission.
He said he went to the SG
offices between 8 a.m. and 10
a.m. Sept. 18 to get several
large signs approved by the
commission.
He said commissioners arrived at SG at about 10:30 a. m.
"I got to hang [the signs] up_
[at] about midnight," he said.
Brett lost to Leigh Ann
Mcilwain, 321-262, in the race
for Arts and Sciences seat 7.
Taylor also criticized the
council's decision in the Mann
case to fine the commissioners
one day's pay.
,
"A remedy must benefit the
person harmed," he said.
.After the hearing, Taylor
said he was glad both for himself and everybody else.
"It's important that everybody get out and vote this time
so that perhaps we can get a
more repr~sentative government at this time," he said.
"I would like to commend
the Judicial Council on being.
very impartial and taking such
a definitive stand on the issues
as shown by the number of 4-0
votes," Taylor said.

-I est

80,GOO PEOPLE GAVE SOMDHING TO
THE IRS THIS YEAR. AND THR CAN'T WAIT

TILL NEXTYEARTO GM AGAIN.·

They volunteered their skills
to people who needed help doing their
taxes. And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants . They were people , like you and
your club or group members, who have

a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.
You know, you can help people with
what taxes them. And feel great, too.
To find out about the free IRS training program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.
:~

11:00 A.M.
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to Mt. Snow, Vermol1t
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Only.$399.00
INCLUDES:
•
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over 79 trails and lifts
five nights in beautiful Deer Creek Condo.s
fireplace, kitchen and washer/dryer
f.o ur-day complete lift and equipment rental
round·tl'.'ip·deluxe motorcoach transportation ·
daily games sponsored ·by Mt. Snow with great prizes
Klondike toboggan .r aces, earthball, broomball etc.
.
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Only 1Ospaces left! Sign up now.
'D~p~sit of $99 due at the Student Center Main Desk by Wed., Oct ·24
Two payments of $150 each_will be due by Nov. 5, and Dec. 5
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CALL 823-2611 for more i·n formation
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REACTIONS
FROM PAGE 1

statute.
Mann. said he still did not
think he had gotten a fair
hearing from the council,
which ruled against his appeal
of the election Sept. 24.
Michelle Bruens, who was
unopposed in the first election,
said she thought cancelling
the main campus election
commissioners' contracts was
a very extreme measure.
Diana Staneszewski, formerly chief election commissioner, said she felt cheated
because of the work she had
put in over the summer.
She pointed out that some of
the commission's inadequacies were a result of the student Senate's failure to interview and confirm a -fun
.commission. She also said student body PresidentJeffLaing

•

,

JAMAH~J\
• Ful Brttllfnt O.lty
• Bonu1 Bucb Coupont

4073-81 3564

4 nights

$289 ea.

• O.lly 2 for 1 tbiPPJ llOUJ
• W1loomt Gift et Hotel ,

•All Holtl T11t11nd S.rwlce Ch1rgH

Elltcllve 9/1 Add $10 fuel surcharge on Orlando-Jamaica Sh11HIA
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was partially to blame.
"He was just. desperate to
get people as commissioners,"
Staneszewski said.
Laing appointed most of the
commissioners Aug. 23. The
senate approved all but oneBrevard Commissioner-designate Mike Moore-Aug. 30.
Staneszewski said Brevard
SG coordinator Dave Striby
had assured her that the election procedures would be followed.
"He didn't bother to tell me
that he takes off from work
every day to pick up his small
child," she said.
Brevard polls opened three
hours late Sept. 17. Staneszewski said she could not
go to Brevard that night because she had to work, and
that the other main campus
commissioners had other
commitments.
1
' 1 was prepared to take-off
work and go there," she said.

October 18, 1990

She also said she did not
have anything to do with the
hiring of the· other commissioners.
"I don't hire these people, I
don't fire these people," she
said. "I can delegate and hope
that -something gets done,"
Staneszewski said.
She said there weren't
enough commissioners and
the commissioners she had
didn't have the right attitudes.
Senator-elect Meredith
Miller, who ran unopposed as a
write-in for Education seat 7,
had this reaction: "Well, this is
just great."
'
She said s.Iie did not like
having to do everything over
again, but she would.
Former senator Rob Fritz
said he would not run again.
"I'm supposed to graduate
in December," he said. Fritz
said he has neither the time
nor the money to run another
campaign.

None of the money raised to supply a secure environwill go to buying arms for use ment for them."
FROM PAGE4
in the Muslim war with the
Mohamad Nasser, a graduJews in Palestine.
ate electrical engineering stutrip to the occupied land in
The funds used to bring the dent and member of .MSA,
Palestine.
speakers to UCF were donated said, "Our group's objective is
Saleh urged those in atten- from businesses and members changing the stereotyping of
dance to donate money to send of the community.
Muslims. The .media makes
the orphans and oppressed
The UCF chapter of the Muslims look like terrorists. ·
Muslims in Palestine. The col- ·Muslim Student Association is We are. not. "
lected money 'was not counted, open to all students and is
Sallah said, "Islam is one of
but was given to Sa,leh to give characterized as a non-profit the most misunderstood religdirectly to the Muslim Pales- peace organization.
ions."
tinians.
Currently 40 students are
Na war Atassi, a senior elec. MARGARITA
Some of the funds raised members.
·
trical engineering major and
COM~ lN At\l'l 'l'M~ ti?~ 'i_OlXL ""'1..,..,.,..~..,..,
willhelpsupportMuslimswho
AbdirizakSallah,president vice president of the MSA,
"~O L,CF ·-i .O. NJD ilECf.tUt;'
W#flj~ are unemployed because they ofUCF's chapter ofMSA and a said, 'We [MSA] promote har·1 l~op"J
~ Pf2.lce5 AND °?i::JC!(,o
are protesting the Israeli gov~ junior civil .engineering.major, mony and cooperation bet1 r'
ernment. These protesters do said a goal of the organiz~ion tween different people·s. We
"'P~1 "-~l2I not wish to support the Is_raeli
is to "make Muslim studerits offer humanitarian assistance
CPfT.;k;\.~:i2!2"
PNf) n-~l_(,_·3_l_. ._b_·\_6_)___.__e_c_on_o_m_y_._ _ _ _ _ _ _a_w_ar_e_o_fo_u_r_ow_n_fai_'t_h_.W_et_r_y_fo_r_th_e_p_e_op_l_e_of_P_a_le_st_in_e_."_
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The MacinJosh Oassic

giving you another tough s_ubject to le<Ipl. Every Macintosh
With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh<IP computers, meeting the challenges of college computer is easy to se.t up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
way to learning the;n all. That's because thousands of availcan afford a Macintosh.
able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.
The
is our most
affordable mode~ yet it comes with everything you need- You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer -thanks to Apple's versatile
including a hard disk drive. The NittliliM1dll
SuperDrive~ which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
combines color capabilities with affordability. And the
MS-DOS, OS/2, andApple~n floppy disks.
Nij@illfijjdlld is perfect for students who need a
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
computer with extra power and expandability.
·
and
find
out
how surviving college just got awhole lot
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
easier.
have a computer that lightens your work load without
C

1990

For further information visit

UC FComputer Sales Office
. CCII, Room 105 between
9a.m.-- 4p.m, Mon. -Fri.

or call Michael Pridemo·re at 823-5434

.®
,_

The power to be your bese

Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, lhe Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Su!X'rOrlve a.nd "The power 10 be your best" are trade~rks of Apple ~omputer, Inc: Classic is a registered trademark licensed lo Apple Computer, Inc.
MS-DOS is a reglslered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Jury selectioJ1-a
tricky and biased
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Jury selection is a complicated undertaking that
involves the future of the accused and is decided by
the expertise of the lawyers involved. The question is,
how biased are the juries and is it posing a problem
to the justice system?
When looking at potential jurors, there are three
fundamentals of juror. decision making; deductive
thinking, personality traits and attitudes arid beliefs.
Deductive thinking is basically infering. What this
actually means is that jurors make decisions early in
a case. The jurors came to this decision through one,
two or three premises, and then fit the rest of the
evidence into the framework they've constructed in
their heads. As a result the jurors will normally have
the same decision at the end of the trial.
A successful lawyer will play upon the base instincts of the jury immediately, then use the rest of
the information to reinforce the original premises the
jury has developed. These are generalities, and exceptions do develop, but the majority opinion of the
jurors usually will wear the minority opinion down.
Jurors tend to make decisions-that are reflections
of themselves. So when considering the jury, lawyers
try to take into account their personal characteristics
(intelligent, strong-minded, suffered an injury... ),
occupation, race, physical signs, nationality, body
language, sex, age and marital status. All of these
traits are observed because everyone has biases and
most of them can be observed through our lives.
Most people have certain occupations they dislike,
and will be biased against the accused if the accused
occupation is such. Experts, such as doctors, nurses
or engineers, have a tendency to rely on their own experience, as opposed to relying on the evidence.
Biases such as race, religion and nationality are all
prevalent. Minority jurors favor the- accused minority. Religious and nationality biases are decreasing,
but people tend to favor people of their own religion
and nationality, but also there are historic dislikes
between certain nationalities and religions.
Jurors can be biased (set up to be biased) in such
a way that they are all pro-death penality. The Witherspoon vs. Illinois case states that its "decision in no
way infringed upon t~e state's right to put a ·defendent to death if that defendent was sentenced to
death by a jury from which opponents of th~ death
penalty were legitimately excluded." (Supreme
Court Review) So if a person has done a deed where death is a possibility, the accused can be convicted by
a pro-death penality jury.
Are juries the most equal way to decide justice?
Yes, they probably are, but when one becomes par.t of
thejury, theymustremembertobenonpartisan. Perhaps there should be a more impartial method of
choosing the juries, such as randomly choosing
people without asking what they are, then afaircross
section of the publiG comes forth ..Robert Frost aptly
wrote about today's juries that, "Ajury consist~ of12
persons chosen to decide who has the better lawyer."
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Professional slaves to duty
Do women, as in WOMEN, as in non-men, belong
in men's locker rooms? And, if so, do men, as in virile,
masculine, Herculean studs belong in female locker
rooms? And, if such is the case, then, as a conscientious journalist of the highest ethical and moral fiber,
sympathetic to the plight of the "woman in a man's
world," allow me to volunteer my services to all
University of Central Florida's.female sports teams.
It only makes sense. I mean, if you were a sweaty,
I would be more than willing to brave the·dangers of half-naked female, would you want to talk to some
the female locker rooms to get my story. I'll fearlessly greasy man with a press card in his cap? And, if you
take it to the players themselves to get their input for were a sweaty, half naked man, would you want to
the good of the paper. I'm a slave to duty. I'm a talk to some clean, sweet smelling woman with .a
professional.
press card in her breast pocket?
I know what you might think: "He's just doing this
No, wait- that wasn't so good an example. Okay, if
in the ·vain hope of watching women in frilly sports you were a sweaty smelly, half naked, Adonis-like
things popping each other with towels- wet towels, man, would you want some female reporter lusting
that is."
after your bod? Would you want her to blatantly treat
Well, let me put that fear to rest. They don't you like nothing more than a sex object? No, wait,.
necessarily have to be wearing frilly sports things, how about you're ~tranded with Tipper Gore on a ...
they could wear, say, normal frilly things. Now don't
Hey! Wait-a-minute! My position doesn't make a
bother to write letters of outrage, I'm just trying to bit of sense! I want to support the right of women,
make a point: perhaps members of the opposite sex male or female, t9 interview men, male or female, in
should not be allowed into the locker rooms of the their respective locker rooms- I think that's the
opposite sex.
"Americ:an Way." Equality, freedom of the press,
Note: due to my feeble nature, this is maybe.not, ...freedom of the press to go around the undressedperhaps, a very strong position, but that's the best I those are good things. Dan Quayle, cold pizza- those
can do.
are bad things. Everything else is just a shade of grey.
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Criminal charges are separate

-.

a

You go out to the Pub to have few beers with your
friends. It is Friday afternoon and you jlJ,st took the
test from hell. Four, maybe five beers with friends in
a two hour period. As you.drive home you notice the
blue lights behind you. After blowing up a balloon the
kind officer tells you that you can't have your licen.se
back. ''This is a seven day temporary license," he
explains. You've lost your license to the new Florida
Statute 322.2615 and your right to due process has
gone out the window!
The Florida Legislature has seen fit to allow police
officers to confiscate the licenses of anyone reading
.10 or greater on a breathylizer test or refusing to
submit to one. In other words the officer not only does
the arresting, he is the judge and the jury.
The new law separates the actions against
drunken drivers between the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles and the courts. This
entire system is administrative, not judicial. The
new temporary license is only good for seven days.
There will be an informal hearing unless you choose
to request a formal one. You have just ten days to
request a formal review of your suspension or the
Department will hold a dandy little informal heanng
for you. An informal hearing doesn't require you, the
officer or ·any witnesses whatsoever. Just a Les
Nessman type hearing officer who will suspend your
license for a period of six months to a year. That and
thousands in fines and fees. That last drink is really
·
expensive, isn't it?
If you challenge the validity of the breathalyzer
test there is no provision for a stay of the license
suspension. In other words the legislature believes
that the police will administer these tests correctly
100 percent of the time. There is QO real chance that

llflllllli11111111the hearing will find you i11nocent. They may be good,
but isn't there just a slight chance that the police
aren't perfect?
What's more, the Legislature has decided that you
don't really need a jury to decide if you get to keep
your license or not. Remember, this is an administrative action. The criminal charges are separate. Even
if you go to court on the DUI and it gets thrown out for
one reason or another, you still have .no license. A
hardship licen._se can't be had for at least thirty days.
· You're up the river with no paddle! A loss of a license
is nothing to the legislature because a license officially is considered just a privilege, not a right. I'm
not trying to defend drunk drivers hut have there
ever been any legislators who have had a beer or two
too many?
·
When you get right down to it, it is so easy to be
legally drunk that a large percentage of the drivers on
the road could fail the breathalyzer test. It means
that the government is turning us all into criminals
by making it easier to be legally drunk and thereby
· illegal to have a beer.
This new law is one of the most harebrained
attempts to control drunken driving ever concocted.
Has anybody in the legislature heard of due process?
I doubt it. In an effort to get tough on drunken
driving the legislature .h as succeeded only in turning
us into a police state.
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The decline and fall of the mosquito empire
In Maine, the leaves change color in the vaporous duped by ·a dirty little insect - that's they way yo'd
fog and sharply cold morning air. Ninety-two days it.
and ele~en· minutes away (as the mosquito flies), the
The life and death of a conversation:
only things people see change color are images of the
"Hi, Sam. Brother still in Saudi?"
morning's television news programs, which combine
"Yeah. He writes there're no mosquitos there."
with dripping coffee makers to marshall in another
"Must be nice! Gonna vote?"
day. It's Florida, it's 6:44 a.m., and while newscasters
"I don't know; the polls might not open ... plus, gas
reveal worldly news stories, the state's population is prices."
distracted by visions of encephalitic mosquitoes
"Hey, is that a mosquito?".
buzzing in their heads.
"YEOW! WHERE?!"
Hangovers, whiskers, plaque, dreams - all are
"See ya'!"
swept away by chemistry and duty. Hair dryers
The early evening, whence children used to play in
unknowingly unite to increase the area temperature the yard or pool while Mom fired up the barb~cue grill
by five degre~s, until 7:15 becomes a muggy warm and Dad hung out the laundry, is now a quiet sullenwashcloth busy travellers are obliged to breathe ness which sees the group gathered around the all-inthrough. Outside workers, already on-site, blow a ane remote control. The new fall line-up, th e best
steamy coffee-cloud off their Styrofoam cups and video-store products, even video games can't overwonder if they should feel lucky that n o mosquitos come the horrific imag~ s the parents have necessarhave afforded them a vacation-delivering sting: ily built into their children's minds in the process of
People in cars itch their ankles at the slightest tickle, explaining to them why they can't play outside.
in a dread fear centering on the same theme.
Meanwhile, the mosquitos, feeling the sting of a
Work begins, and mosquitos take a lead role in bitter slander which has alienated their entire race
small-talk throughout the day. Perhaps those occu- and claimed all their possessions (homes, women,
pants of that faraway Maine, in their crisp realm of larvae, sacred burial grounds). have taken to dfamal,
brilliant metamorphosis and smart chilliness, can low-key existences. In dark, damp spaces they collect,
indulge-in matters of worldly acclaim - can pick up each wandering through the thin ranks in search of
the Middle East crisis, inspect it, pass judgment that one face that Will remin d him of anoth er time, a
can nail down the bastar ds who're raising gas prices . proud time, when mosquitos were Florida's offi cial
and refine violent vqcal thrashings in their honor state bird. Instead, in the warped faces, they see
but we, we are suffered to be indoors and in-touch vacant fear of a deadly disease.
,
with our senses. Only work can tum our thoughts
Where their government can afford it, little marfrom the ~cute defense systems in place against the row kitchens are thrown together, and th.~ blood lines
ene~ies. Getting.through the business without being stretch round them for yards. Many of the social

l&llltlllllllllllll1

workers talk with hope of new technologies ~d
practices, but the old, even as they pine away to
nothing, oppose change. Spirited battles wage
around tne new ideas of "safe .biting'' - after all,
biting a human is like French-kissing every mosquito
she's ever been probed by . .
"But where are we gonna ·get those tiny little
condoms?"
''Yeah! Where? ... " the crowd demands. No answer
comes.
"And h ow abou t those tiny little quarters to put in
the machines?"

• • •
I predict a longer, colder winter. I think local
candidate speech~s, scheduled for ou'tdoor s, will be
significantly shortened, more redundant, and will
fail to do anything for the plight of the mosquito and
the deadly disease crippling them. I believe the troubled insects' numbers will dwindle in the .impending
doom; however, for those who survive the holocaust
and nightly chemical warfare attacks, a new world
' shines in st ore. I can see a future where a few intelligent ones, like· Dr. Ruth Mosquito, Donald
Trump Mosquito, and their followers and off-spring,
will form a nation where all creatures (even Bill the
Cat) will be tapped safely, for fun and profit. Send
your tax-deductible contributions to United Way.

IN LIMBO

by A. S. Whitten
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
As the Saga continues, terrorists have become lovers...KA, Sig-Ep will give new meaning to Jungle Love. Monica, do you have a
guilty conscience? ...and then there were 411
Pledges, keep up the good work but don't get
on the "ball." Hey, everyone come by and
meet Chris Sinclair. Slider and Swin, how was
the trip lo Germany? Is Lake Claire next?
Pledges do your duty. As Swin would say be
brave and be excellent Sig-Ep .. .XAI:

Alpha Tau Omega
Thank you II<I> coaches, you're the bes ti The
do's and don't for campout 90: 1. No unnecessary objects in the fire - backseats, picnic
tables, Russel, etc ... 2. No hitch hikers on the
canoe trip! Woof Woof-REM 3. You have the
right to be showered by water balloons 4. You
alos have the right to do the technicolor yawn
after the canoe trip-Jim. Follow these simple
rules for a safe and super carnpout!I Oh Yea!!
DON'T FORGET!!
Chiles at 3:00-to party you see get campout
started right-and we'll PARTY ALL NIGHT! C
you on the ITCH!

Pi Kappa Alpha
Happy Hour Friday. Brothers, get ready for
"The Circle" coming October ?8. Mandatory
attendance. Contact an officer for more info:
Woodser Nov. 2nd. ZTA get psyched. for
Homecoming I

Male to share 2bdroom apt 1 mile from UCF.
$220 + 1/2utH. Pool, tennis & laundry on
premises. ASAP 658-9063 night 658-5116
day (Lee)
Roommate wanted M!F to share 2bd/2b apartment. Partly furnished, 2 pools, tennis court,
microwave, fitness trail, and weight room.
$267.50/mo. + 1/2 utilities.
Call 281-9473.
M/F 2BR 2 1/2Bath $299/mo. + 1/2 utilities,
Winter Park area. Close to UCF. Call Titoa@
677-0984.

Camera-Minolta X-370 50mm lens, dedicated Vivitar flash, filters, hood, cleaning Kit$195. Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601
Assume No Qualify, $1500 down. 3yr old
2bdrrn 2 1/2 bath. All appliances, washer/
dryer, ceiling fans, brand new carpeting.
Close to UCF. Split $575/mo with roommates
and still own. Call 658-8075.
·

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.
Fast

*Professional *Accurate

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
Zenith 25 inch Cabinet TV ($175),
Sylvania VCR ($100) and an IBM PC
($500). Call Bill at 679-6123
1982 Dodge Challenger
5 speed, power steering and
power brakes. $1,300 080
Call Matt 671-1139

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
#211 671-4414.

~loma

Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

Alpha Phi .Omega
The Pledge Project was wonderful. You guys
are doing a great job! The Toga party was
awesome! Noddals, you're old! Alumni Project Sat. Meet at canoes 8:15am or atAmtrak
9am.

Large 212 w/pnvate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Hey mon, don be forgettin' bout de Rum n
Reggae at the SAE house on Friday. Also, the
sorority busride with us and PIKE to the GSU
game is Sat. Let's play doctor is next Friday.
-Only 3 weeks until SAE wins yet another
homecoming with the super ladies of AMI.
Social functions left and right. Get used to it
when SAE's are around. <l>A. Baby!

American Production and Inventory Con·
trot Society
Don't just graduate with a Diploma!
Give yourself and extra edge
-Meet professionals-Learn important management skillsJoin APICS-Call Mr. Pullin 281-5673

Delta Sigma Pi
Haunted Chambers set up is this weekend.
Bring your imagination bro's! Lil' .bro's get
ready to be appreciated this Friday! Pledges
work together!
~m Synergized for life! ~m

UCF TRADITiONAL MARTIAL ARTS CLUBNow taking new members, no exp nee. Learn street smarts self-defense, traditional Japanese karate, forms, sparring, weapons, &
UCFTourn Team. Classes: MW 7-9, TRSn 46,R 11 :30-1,S 11-1 all in the portables ( PC2105, 107, 108) by CEBA I. Call 658-1485.

ACAQ,IA
Tailgate-5pm at the Citrus Bowl reserved
parking area. Snow's famous fried chicken
will be served.
Join your brothers in cheering the Knights to
victory over GA Southern,
Phi Delta Theta ,
Stylin'Jobon Rock The Arrow Phi.Delt'sl Xtra
special thanx to our awesome Pi Phi Coaches.
FBall at 4. Coming soon! Beware!! Listenlll
Be therellll Hallowfest 9011111 PDNG
·
ACACIA
Congratulations to Dwayne for winning Mr.
Adonis and becoming the first and best Mr.
Adonis UCF will ever have. Beta Pi, you guys
are doing great. Congratulations Matt? Football game Monday at 4:00. Block party Saturday after the game, it'll rock. Happy B-day Jon
"Chinchilla" H.

Baptist Campus'Ministry
Winter is coming, Summer is done.
On Thursday nights, come have some fun.
BCM Christian Fellowship is really swell,
Knight Lite, Thursday at 7 in the SOL. C-Ya
There!!

•Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
Room avail. for rent in Casselberry Area. Private room w/ho1,1se privileges. $250/mo includes all utilities. Female preferred. Seriousminded student please. Call 331-9~00
Fox Hunt 2bdrm/2bath townhouse, privacy
fence, A/C, suitable for four $525 mo. Call
365-6815

1977 Toyota Cel1ca GT Rusted and UGLY but
runs great AC , good tires, very dependable
$500 366-3536

82 Ford Exp ready to run
Reliable transportation
Needs no repairs 1st owner
30mpg $900.00 365-77871!? min from UCF

Ann & Nancy need a roommate! FINS own
room, own bath 1O min. from UCF. Quiet but
fun! Call for more info 677-1841
Roommate wanted for rest of Fall semester
7mi from UCF $170/mo 677-1516

TERM PAPERS - Professionally
word processed by GRB Enterprises
experienced staff. Student Discount
(407) 678-5048

LSAT course-begin now for Dec. test
Supenor results
Payment Plan, Taught by Law Testing
Spe<'.ialist-Michael Tierney 897-3300
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9PM; ALSO WEEKENDS

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
·House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY
UCF Students, Faculty, &Staff practicing transcendental meditation or interested in learning call 831-1749

Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684
JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr.
Free pregnancy test & referrals .
898-5751
SUPPORT A FELLOW STUDENT Excellent
vehicle detailing at REASONABLE rates color
restoration specialist. Call David at 658-784 7
most cars $35

F only Fox Hunt 2Br 2 Ba W!D ASAP 67 f 7595 Leave Message-

Delta Tau Delta
The retreat was great. Thanks, Rob, for all
your work. Also thanks to Pat and Mathew for
their help. Funeral arrangements for Ken's
rental car will be held next Mon. at Alamo. Pat
didn't quite meet his injury toll quota. Football
game is Sat. at 7. House at 4 for Pre-game.
Georgia Southern Delts will be here on Friday.
· Be prepared for loft diving.

The New 21st Century Carpet
cleaning is here. I need technician
Good advancement opporturi1ty, good pay.
No exp. necessary part-time OK, car, phone
a must Call 327-6925

Term papers typed $1.50 per page
Call Ally Fast/Accurate! 281-4642

'85 Chry Laser XE Turbo AC, Auto
Sunroof loaded $3190 Call 281-2453

77 Olds Cutlass, 2-door, Black, new tires,
asking $1500/0BO Call 365-4056

Male professional to share 2Br/gBa condo.
M/F liberal, Non-smoker
Pool, Tennis,W/D, etc ... $275, small deposit.
365-9604

WANTED-Aggressive young college student
who would like to earn extra money while
attending school. FIT or PIT positions are
opening at the southeast's largest pool, spa,
and Christmas merchandise retailer. No experience necessary. Will train (possible-longterm employment for Summer months).
Apply in persli>n at Recreational Factory
Warehouse 6325 N. Orange Blossom Trail,
Orlando, FL 32810 (407)291-1600 Ask for
Todd Hayes
Wanted: Volunteers to lug, tug, puff, & pull.
Arboretum - Next to greenhouse. UCF campus Sat 20 Oct. 1990 9arn-?. More info 2815428.

1973AMC Hornet
1or2 F N!S roommate(s) needed to share 2B/
Runs good, new tires
2B apt. Own bath. Lakeside, pools, tennis
3-spd/column $600 OBO
courts, laundry room on premises. Needed • Call Tim@ 679-7120 (Lv·Msg)
ASAP. Must be neat and courteous. Professional-minded student(s), but fun as well!!
Call 679-4515 and leave a message. We will
call you right back!

Kappa Sigma
Good game yesterday guys and good game
last night rednecks. Go to the cafe and check
out our new bulletin board. Great Oaks serv11ce proJ : Sat.

Fast, accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same
day service avail. 895-7189

UCF area 2.5 acres .1.5 miles SW of college
campus, 1 block from New Univ. HS-Mobile
home possible. Must sell 24900 TERMS 407695-3080
TRUE BLUE IBM XT COMPUTER 640K
20MG Hard Dr. Star Prntr $950. COMPAQ
portable 1 20MG Hard Dr Star Printer $700
Eric 352-7323
2 brown sofas look nice $75 380-9600

EXCELLENT- WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro.:
posals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917

Be sure you stop by the Athletic Department before the Troy State Game on Saturday. The
AD has specialty T-shirts for the game.
F!ememberthe AD for all of your UCF apparel.
Located between UC6 and Boomers. Show
some spirit, stop by the AD today.
Barbie, The comedian was AMAZING and so
were you! You are the love of my life and I
need to see you every night. That's why I get
so jealous. Rick saw you talking to some guy
'in a red hat. Don't do this to me; Barb. I Love
You. Come to the' Wild Pizza-@7pm for the
movie "Clean and Sober." I'll be waiting. Don't
let me down, Barb. I need you. Brett

MtNI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff and faculty
$1.5(} per line: Non-students and businesses
'Boldface and underline extra (double-line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds
')

Cost per issue:
$w----.Number of i'ssues:
Less Discount (if any):
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CAB::::

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

•

•

Friday,
--- November 2, 1990
8:00 p.m .
SCA

•

Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT CENTER
and check out the latest PONTIAC cars. Win
tic'kets, t-shirts ond enter a sweepstakes for a
chance to win a PONTIAC Sunbird Convertible.

I

l@.'S.·:
..
_

TICKETS·.

PERCENTAGE OF PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT SADD

Gene~~~t~~~~ !~c~~

SCA
·Tickets available at the Kiosk Oct. 22
·Valid Student ID reqlfired to pick up ticket
. · One ticket per student

. ~cz;~
GMAC
I

WPONTIAC ~

'~7JWllP
~

.. v

U.S.CONCEPTSINC.

I

;lfl/IJIJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ _~ "

·.ucF Football!

UCF vs. Geori!ia.Southern

-m

Saturday. October 20. at 7:00Pm

M:t.tvlty and!ienlce f""<e

.

.

Wateh the KNIGHTS
Pluek the .E a Jes!
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Saturday's game is not the
family reunion it was last year.
FOOTBALL
Rusty Russell, UCF's defenFR.OM .PAGE 16
sive coordiator last year and
Erk Russell's son, is now
linebacker's.eoach at Southern
Russell stepped compiled a
Methodist University.
career record of 83-22-1 in
But UCF coach Mike Wagnine years as head coach. He neris still here. Wagner, son of
was the Eagles first coach after
Georgia Southern athletic dithe football program was reacrectory Bucky Wagner, played
tivated in 1982 after a 41 :year
offensive guard and tight end
absence.
for four year_s when he atDespite the Eagles .500 rectended Georgia Southern from
ord and their inexperienced 85-88. He puf a little more
line, they remain a formidable emphasis on the importance of
. threat .. Their losses have been the rivalry.
to FSU (No. 7, Division I-A),
"It's a pride game for both
Eastern Kentucky (No: 1, in teams," Wagner said. ''We
Division I-AA), and Middle never took UCF lightly."
Tennessee (No. 4).
Hernan and the staff take
pride ii1 the station's accomplishments and feel they pro-FROM PAGE 16
vide the public with many
UCF events not currently .
and his staff in broadcasting. being picked up by stations.
Aiding in this educational
"We go all the way back to
process is UCF's director of 1979. where we covered footbroadcasting John Anthony, ball on a . 10-watt station.
who critiques the broadcasts We're still the only station
and gives advice to aspiring doing baseball." Hernan said.
sportscasters.
According to Hernan and
"For .us, working for the Eric U shkewitz, a senior on
station is a learning thing. It's the staff majoring in Radio/
really just a training ground." Television, WUCF sports programming provides a service
Hernan said.
"Teaching us is not some- to UCF and the Orlando area.
. thing [Anthony's] supposed to
They feel it _also provides
do. It's ju~t something he them with training for the fudoes."
ture.
WUCF is currently covering
"It's really good experithe Knights' football games ence." U shkowitz said. "I plan
and broadcastiqg the "UCF to b~ a play-by-play analyst for
Sports Forum" at 1 p.m. every baseball one day."
On Oct. 22, the "UCF Sports
Monday.
Other WUCF coverage in- Forum" will feature the
cludes men's and women's Orlando Magic commentator
Chip Caray.
basketball games.

WUCF

V-BALL
FROM PAGE 16

13 and 17-15.
The Lady Cajuns roared .
backtotakethematch the only
way they could, win the next
three games. Southwest Louisiana handed the Lady
Knights their third straight
conference loss by scor~s of 154:, 15-5, and 15-11.
The last match of the minitournament for UCF was
against Pan-American Uni-

versity in Texas. The Lady
Knights disposed of the Lady
Broncos with a sweep. UCF
gained their first conference
win by scores of15-8, 15-5, and
15-5.
Last season's Lady Broncos
finishes 4-28.
UCF travels once again to
Louisiana Friday to play in the
second mini-tournament at
Louisiana Tech University.
UCF will play two matches
on Saturday and two again on
Sunday.
UCF will play Arkansas
State and New Orleans. Arkansas State finished 43-6 last

year, went undefeated confe1
ence in conference play an1
won the an American Soutl
championship. The Lady Indi •·
ans have only two starter
returning.
New Orleans was 7-3 in th
conference record1989 an1
finished second in regular sea
son play.
Sunday's matches are re "
matches with Lamar anc
South west Louisiana. Lama
finished second to Arkansa
State in last year's conferenc
tournament. Southwest Lou
isiana 'has already e~ceede1
last year's victory total of 21.

IT'S A REAL LIFE ADVENTURE
Step out of the classroom and into the real world of advertising and
communications. Take part in a one-day tour of some of Orlando's -h ottest media.
For more information, contact the School of Communications at 275-2681.

1990 Greater Orlando ·
Media Tour Friday, October 26

' I AMEX.I M/Cl\TISAI

•

GREATER CRANOO

REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. CQLONLU DR. %82..f.04%
MON·FRI 830 AM· 9 PM SAT 9-ftPM

I:'J/?..ILS~'YJOJfit, cij}(rJ{iJUt9./.tiJ'Et'irnJO. ,
We

-

>

ACROSS FROM UCF
SPECIAL

make cuts
like these

.--.---1111111!---------i
I- ---------------(Coupon Necessary)

everyday.

I .

2 small, 2 Item pizzas
$5.99

Expires 10/28/90

1

38 1~0577

L
'

.~ large, .2 item pizzas

·

---------------$7 .99

: ANY WHOLE SUQ & 32
$3.99

.

Expires 10/28/90

oz. DRINK

Expires 10/28/90

....
UCF TEAM DEi\JTIST
,- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Our LJCF Back t'o Sch.ool
Good Knight Offerl

-1

I $19.95 PERM OR 1 $6.95 HAIRCUT I
I
BODY WAVE I
(REGULAR$7.95)
(Rl!GULAR $24.H.$29.951

I

•j

LONG HAIRANDSPl!CIALTY

· I WRA':~L~':!:;."c:-. HAIR I
APPT. Rl!COMMl!NDl!D. WALK. I

NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
ALL HAIR LENGHTS.

$10 Check-up indudes:
initial Exam .• 2-Bitewing X- Rays •
Offer good with Vali d UCF l. D. Only

We don't

9

make cuts

:· · I· :·. :
INS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
QOODTHROUQH NOY. 9, 1990

I

QOODTHROUQH NOV II, 1990

Not valid with
any other offer. '~•

I

L _

._

_

_

v

v

v

·

Not valid with
ny other offer.I

like these

EXPIRES 11/16/90
GOOD ON INITIAL VISIT ONLY

ever yday.

"

.

with ~s ~up~ _ -......:"r.:""::.;,,itl!_t hi~~Ol!E.O!.'

An ho n es t haircut a t an hoaest p r ic e
· rnE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPQ:-;s18LE FOR
PAYMENTHAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMi:NT
OR BE REl~BURSEDFOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHEfi 3cRVICE.
EXAl.!INATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFCR>J.ED AS A
R:OSULT OF ANO WITH IN 72 HOURS OF RESPONOlNG TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FO R THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RED~ ED FEE SERVICE EXft.MINATION OR TRE AiMjONT.

al

.

otP

i 1776 E. Colonial Dr.

Orl ando: FL 32817
Alafaya Viliage Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

••
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Lady Knight golfers ·
finish 9th in Tampa
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

•

•

The UCF women's golf team finished ninth of 11 teams in the Beacon
Woods Invitational Oct. 11-14 in
Tampa. But UCF Coach Mike Shumaker said the team did better than
the placing would indicate.
The University of Georgia won the
tournam,ent with a three-day score of
882.
The Bulldogs led throughout the
tournament and won 18 strokes. Indiana finished second and South Florida
finished third. UCF finished ahead of
Ohio State (ranked in the top 20) and
Florida International University. ,
The Bulldogs also had the leading
medalist. Tina Paternostro shot a 69 in
the opening round and went on to win
by five strokes, with a 212. Marla J emsek led UCF with 227, good for 10th
place.
"It doesn't sound realgood 1 but eight
of the top 20 teams in the nation were
in it," Shumaker said. ''This tournament could get us ranked."
Shumaker's optimism is due to the

fact that collegiate women's golf teams
are ranked differently from men's
teams. They are ranked according to
points earned in tournaments. Points ·
are based on a course rating, Shumaker said that the course in the Beacon Woods rated as a hard course.
· The course rating was 303.2. UCF
played the course at 305, which was a
respectable finish.
The Lady Knights play Monday and
Tuesday at the Lady Lamar Invitational in Beaumont, Texas. Shumaker
said a strongfinish in that tournament
would increase UCFs chances of being
ranked.
Besides the difference between the
- way men's and women's teams are
ranked, there is also a difference between the way the teams qualify for the
NCAA championship tournament,
which the men's team qualified for last
year.
.
The men must play in a regional
tournament to qualify for the NCAA .
championship tournament. The
women's teams, however, do not play in
regionals. Seventeen teams are picked
for the tournament.
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PILE IT ON
Scott Bursa (99) andBen Simmons (40) make a stop in an early season game on
special teams as Br.ian Sargent (55) watches.

• LEEKS WINS AGAIN

For the second year in a row, Ken
Leeks won the UCF men's basketball
team's preseason conditioning competition. The top five are:
612 pts
1. Ken Leeks
2. Sinua Phillips
568 pts
3. Anthony Haynes
565 pts
542 pts
4. Daryl Davis
538 pts ·
5. Mike Boles
• BALLBOYS WANTED

Coach ·Joe Dean invites the sons
(ages 7~14) of UCF faculty and boos~ers
to be ballboys for the men's basketball
team this year at home games. There
will be 14 ho~e games for them to
choose from. Each boy will receive Tshirts and a special seat at the games.

Those who are interested should call
Ben DeVary at 823-5805.
• LADY KNIGHTS RETURN·

Former UCF women , basketball
players returned to Orlando during the
Hoop-It-Up 3-on-3 tournamentOct.1314. The four-player team consisted of
Susan Pringle, Kristy Burns, Christine
·Strahl and Dorine Landi. Pringle was
an assistant last year to Coach Beverly
Knight and is now a teacher at Lake
Highland Elementary.
The team, Coke Classic, finished
second in the women's division. They
lost the final game, 16-10, to a team
from Melbourne. Pringle said they
decided to play in the tournament after
a bet with a friend. ·
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MONDAY: TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME- HOTDOGS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS
TUESDAY: GODFATHER NIGHT- PIZZA. ITALIAN SAUSAGE ETC.
WEDNESDAY· SOUTH OF THE BORPER- TAQOS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS
THURSDAY: ISLAND NIGHT- SHRIMP & OTHER SEAfOOD
FRIDAY: BEEF FEAST- CABYED STEAMBOAT ROUND
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A heated rivalry with playoff hopes
on the line will be featured at the Florida Citrus Bowl at 7 p.m. Saturday,
when the UCF Knights take on the
Georgia Southern Eagles.
"Georgia Southern has always been
one of our biggest rivals since I've been
here," UCF senior wide receiver Sean
Beckton said. Beckton has .played in
the past three matchups, all Eagles victories.
"They were always the team to beat.
We came close to beating them fast
year. We had them until the fourth
quarter and then they took over."
'fhe Knights lost last year in
Statesboro by a score of 31-17. UCF
was ahead, 14-13, at the start of the
fourth quarter, when the Eagles went
on a 18-3 scoring run.
.
About all the Eagles did was run
throughout the game, as .they gained
420 yards on the ground and no yards
passing. The E.agles went on to win the
rest of their games in 1989, amassing a
15-0 r~cord, including the NCAA Division I-AA championship. It is their
third National Championship.
The Eagles (3-3) are ranked No. 11
in the Division I-AA polls and were a
preseason favorite to repeat as champi:.
ons. A victory Saturday keeps playoff
hopes alive for the Knights (4-2), who
will have to defeat a ranked opponent
before they will be ranked.
"If they lose they probably don't ·
make it to the playoffs," UCF Coach
Gene McDowell said. ".I f we loose it
makes it a lot-harder for us to make the
playoffs. That [the playoffs] is a great
motivator in this game for both teams."
G:_eorgia Southern leads the series 7to-1, with the only UCF victory coming
in 1983. The Knights will once again
face the flexbone offense that has
scored over 30 points iri the last six
games against UCF. UCF defensive
coordinator Don "Deke" Pollard is wary
of the Eagle's offensive ability.

1<.

Wiiie English and the UCF running game have -led the UCF offense this year but
face a tough challenge against No. 11 Georgia Southern.

''They have a strong running game. linemen like because they run inside a line," he said.
To tell you the truth I'm not sure how lot. That gives us more action. I'm lookStowers chose not to give the
we're going to stop [the offense]," Pol- ing to get a few tackles."
·
Knights any extra motivation as he
.
lard said.
Lindsey may get the opportunity to downplayed the importance of the
UCF senior defensive lineman have a big game since the Eagles have game.
.
Robert Lindsey was also a starter for been held to their lowest yardage in
"It's our most important game bethe Knights' last three games against seven years this.season. That is due in cause it's our next game. We are just
the Eag~es. He is. looking forward to part to a young offensive line for Geor- taking one game at a time at this
playing against the flexbone and his gia Southern, which returns just one · point," he said.
last ·chance to get a victory over the starter on the offensive line.
Stowers is in his first year as coach of
Eagles.
·
"Our offensive line has been our the Eagles after the legendary Erk
"We know it's a big game for us to get biggest adjustment from last year," Russell stepped down after last season.
in the playoffs and it's my last year," Eagles Coach Tim Stower~ said. "We
see FOOTBALL page 14
Lindsey said. "It's a game defensive have four new starters in the offensive

Lady Knights
lose 3 of 4
ASC games

.Qi -,

Campus station
still o·n ly outlet
for UCF baseball
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FU:rLJRE

by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In their first American South Conference
action, the Lady Knights ·finished 1-3 in the
miniconference at Southwest Louisiana University.
.
.
UCF began the tournament Saturday, but
lost both matchesthat"day.
The first game was against Louisiana Tech.
The Lady Techsters won the match in four
gatnes. UCF lost tlie· first. game 15-12 but
bounced back to take the second 15-11. The
LadyTechsters took the match by cruising past
UCF 15-11 and 15-4 in the final games.
The Lamar Lady Cardinals handed the Lady
Knights their second conference defeat. Lamar
disposed of UCF easily sw~eping all three
games by scores of15-3, 15-7- and 15-3.
The Lady Knights play improved greatly on
Sunday when they earned their first American
South victory.
The first match on th~ day for UCF induded
the always tough Lady Cajuns of South w~st
Louisiana. The Lady Cajuns not only held the
best record at20-4 going into the series, but also
had the benefit.ofhome court advantage.
UCF came to play on Sunday as the battled
Southwest Louisiana fiercely. The Lady
Knights raced out to win the first two games 15see V·BALL page 14
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Kathy Fill makes a return during action last week. The Lady
Knights will play another minitournament this weekend.

. Rooting for the underdog is a tradition in sports.
The roots of cheering on a team or individual facing
insurmountable odds go back to the stories of David ~
versus G>liath, Jack and the Beanstalk or any team
unlucky enough to face the San Francisco 49ers on
any given week.
...
On the UCFcampus, anotherunderdogisfighting
against adverse circumstances to achieve its goal.
The WUCF sports department is attempting to capture a sports audience from competition backed by 4
more money, more publicity and more experience.
"We're non-commercial," WUCF sports coordinator Pat Hernan said, "so it's a little more challenging.
We have to appr.oach small businesses to underwrite ) )
our programs."
·
For example, he has four underwriters for football.
He said he can broadcast games with the underwrit- ,. l
ers but said without the them, it would be easy for the
station manager to limit the number of games they
broadcast. He wants to broadcast at least 30 baseball 4 -i~
games and said it would be possible to do so ifhe has
uriderwriters for the broadcast.
/
Hernan has been with the station since January of
1989 but was chosen to run the department as coor- 111dinator this August prior to football season. Hernan
took over the position from/Lou Edelson and is striving to not only provide the area with quality sports
coverage but to provide experience for both himself 1' ••
see WUCF page14
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The sport of professional wrestling has grown
up slowly. Every aspect has changed, except for
one-the treatment of wrestlers. However, change
'is on the brink..
The history of organized pro wrestling dates
back to the early 1900s and promot~rs ever since
have been stuck in a mindless mode, dealing with
wrestlers as if they were roosters in a cock fight.
Most schools offer books and teachers' dirty
looks, but Orlando's newest educational facility
has neither. Instead, migraine-causing head
locks, figure-four leg locks and body slams are the
curriculum in a kinder, gentler school of riot-sohard knocks.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Enter "The Continental Lover's" School of
Professional Wrestling. The principal- none other
than·"The Continental Lover" himself- is former
superstar pro wrestler Eddy Mansfield.
Mansfield, one of the biggest names in the sport,
wrestled for eight years and was t~ught by Dory
Funk Jr. and Terry Funk, the only brothers in the
history of wrestling to be World Heavyweight
Champions. Mansfield started his career in 1976,
earned Rookie of the Year a year later and a€hieved
top status by the end of the decade.
All in all, Mansfield held 14 titles, including
America's Heavyweight Champion, the World Tag
Team title with George "The Animal" Steele and
America's Tag Team Champions V?ith "Rowdy"
Roddy Piper. His list of opponents reads as a who's
who of top wrestlers featuring highlighted bouts
with Wahoo McDaniel, Dusty Rhodes, Dick The
Bruiser, The Sheik and the list goes on.
"The Continental Lover" also kept good
company tag teaming with partners such as
former World Heavyweight Champions Nick
Bockwinkle and Ric Flair.

Although his school teaches the same holds and
escapes as others, it differs by its philosophy. That
is, this study hall of .a rm bars and abdominal
stretches concentrates not only on physical
performance but on preparing students for the
business side of the sport.
"A lot of other schools are bogus," said
Mansfield. "How can they teach someone to
become a superstar if they were never one
themselves. Those guys don't know the gamut like
I do or how to draw a crowd."
This kind of higher education teaches all the ins
and outs with students graduating in about six
months.
·
Beginning students train twice a week for about
three hourseach night, while advanced groups go
at it three times a week. fine-tuning their skills.
Courses include not only learning to wrestle, but
marketing one's self and acting in a professional
manner.'
"People have bad judgement about wrestlers,
but it's not their fault," explained Mansfield. "The
wrestlers bring it on themselves. You have to act
like you're a pro athlete, not a loser in a freak
show."
The school, which opened a few weeks ago, is
only the beginning. Come Januaiy 1991, a brand
spanking new wrestling federation will be
introduced that promises to have outlets
nationwide, even in cities dominated by the
National Wrestling Alliance (Atlanta) and the
World Wrestling Federation (New York). Already
signed are 50 of the top wrestlers in the country to
.
wrestle exclusively.
.
While other cilliances treat their wrestlers like
dogs, having them on the road well over 300 days
see WRESTLING page 4
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Metropolitan shows Manhattan socialites
by Denoy DeBoer
ver thought of
being in an endangered species?
Frightening, huh?
In the fihn Metropolitan, it is
common. Metropolitan gives ·
us a rare look into the
vanishing debutante scene
on Manhattan's East Side- a
subject seldom touched on in
today's fihns. It is the first
him oblivious to Audrey's
effort by Whit Stillman, who
interest in him. ·
spent four years writing the
On the other side of the
screenplay and who also
love triangle hides Charlie,
directed and produced the
who has had a crush on
project.
·
Audrey for some time. The
' Whitman looks at the
dances continue and Tom
doomed culture through the
' starts to lose his sociological
eyes of an elite group of Park
differences with the EastAvenue socialites. The group
Siders.
meets nightly qurtng its
Throughout the movie, the
Christmas break to discuss
handsome but decadent ·Rick
philosophy, gossip, sex,
von Slonaker (Will Kempe)
honor, literature and
looms over the group and
theories on its class's
darkens conversation. The
eventual "failure."
women
adore him, but Nick
Because of boredom and a
.knows of his dangerous past
"real escort shortage," the
and cuts him down at every
group
recruits
Tom
opportunity. ·
Townsend
(Edward
New Llne (..'tnema
Upon seeing this film, the
Clements). a West-Sider in a'
rented tux, to join the group. Audrey (Carolyn Farina) is distraught over a disparaging comment her brother first word that comes to mind
is impressive.
Stillman
He is particularly favored by
the ~hy Audrey Rouget made in the .opening of Metropolitan. The film opens nationwide on Oct. 19. creates this satirical and very
_
human look in the '70s prep
(Carolyn Farina) and the
group's obnoxious leader Nick Smith Nichols); Fred (Bryan Leder), tlie place in Sally's apartment or on the scene with ·an Incredibly small
alcoholic sleeper; Jane (Allison beautifully decorated city streets of budget and, more impressively, all
(Christopher Eigemen).
The other members pf the "Sally Ruledge-Parisi). who is very New York, giving the film a distinct first-time film actors.
Overall, "Metropolitan" is a fine,.
Fowler Rat Pack" (SFRP for short) judgmental and rich; and, of cgurse, . center. The story goes: It seems that
accept him after time passes. Those Sally Fowler (Dylan Hundley), whose Tom has had an obsession with his economically shot sleeper that
members are Cynthia (Isabel Gilles), apartment they retreat to.
prep school girlfriend, the notorious revolutionizes the yu pple- quite a
The story is very simple but Serena
"an attractive slut" in Nick's words;
Slocum
(Elizabeth feat in itself. In the words of Nick, "It's
the opinionated pre~ Charlie (Taylor realistic, and the actionmostlytakes Thompson). His obsession makes extremely vulgar. I like it a lot."

E

The ·Wall will ·never come t umbling down
Stevie Ray Vaughan and brother, Jimmy, make only album, together, Family Style, a classic
Disaster Relief.
Twenty seven different
artists performed in the
show,
including The
Scorpions, Sinead O'Connor,
Bryan Adams, Joni Mitchell,
Van Mortison, The Band and
Cyndi Lauper.
The Rundfunk Orchestra
and Choir and the Military
Orchestra of the Soviet Army
also participated, and· each
did a particularly awesome
job throughout the massive
•The Wall: Live in Berlin concert.
Artist: Roger Waters, etc.
Individual performances
Producer: Nick Griffiths and varied from Paul Carrack's
Roger Waters
poor rendition of "Hey You,"
Label: PolyGram
to . Sinead O'Conner's
beautifully tense vocals in
icture a 600-foot- ~Mother."
long stage with a
While his voice doesn't
huge brick wall quite fit, Bryan Adams still
'constantly being rips with his guitar on both
constructed
in
the "Empty Spaces" and "Young
background, with some Lust."
Roger Waters
320,000
people
in sounded about how one
attendance, and you can get would expect him to, and
a feel for the tremendous with out him the concert
concert Roger Waters staged would have fallen apart. His
recently in Berlin to benefit
the Memorial Fund for
see THE WALL page 4 .
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Pink Floyd's founding father, Roger Waters, astounded the music industry with
this summer's live·production of The Wall.
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by Terri Francis

Age cult has different beliefs. They follow the
teachings of a man. What guarantee does he give
' ' I t ' s a lie. It's a hoax," said ex-New Ager, Lynn the soul for life after death? These gurus take
Adleman. And she ought to know. She people's will and promise them nothing."
devoted 13 years of her Hfe to New Age
The end and the climax of Adleman's
philosophies. ·
involvement in New Age came in the same
She is quick to point out that "New Age" is not package. The package was called the Black hat
a single organization. She said, "[That term] is only ceremony. There are three ceremonies, each of a
an umbrella term which houses hundreds Of other different color representing the three sects of
cults."
Buddism.
She continued, "Their philosophies are
"The purpose of this ceremony is to end one's
borrowed from all the major world religions and search for God." This seemed perfect for her. The
historical cults such as the Druids and the significance of Adleman's attendance of the
Chaldeans."
ceremony was crystalized by the fact that she was
Adleman's commitment (for lack of a better one of a thousand non-Indians to have ever
term) to the New Age
witnessed this ceremony.
mov~ment began in the Port
Seven years later,
Columbus airport when she "I had
idea that (New Age) Adleman rejects New Age
was 14 years old. She met a
teachings.
.
was opposed to what the
woman she describes as
The movement, she
"grandmotherly."
said, failed to satisfy her
Bible teaches."
The woman turned out to
search for God. She said,
. be Isabelle Hickey, a we.U"I never saw any bonafide
known astrologist who told
Lynn Adleman
manifestation of the
Adleman that God had his
ex-New Ager
supernatural. I never saw
hand
oil her.
She
anything honest."
introduced Adleman to
· Although ·Adleman's
Gordon Clark, an Ohio State University professor father was Jewish and her mother Christian, $he
who taught Adleman how to read her own said she did not have a religious background since
astrology chart.
"we were only bagel-Jews and my mother wasn't
A few years later, she met an American Indian· practicing."
.
named Black Raven who was the head Shaman
She now has a religious present of her own.
over seven states. She· said, "He told me that he Adleman is a "practicing" Christian. While she was
had been my grandfather in another life and that traveling the world in search of truth, her friends
he wanted to be the woman to bridge the gap· back home prayed for two years that she'd find
between the Indian and the white man."
that truth in Jesus Christ.
In between this meeting and the next major
She said, "I thought I was just normal. I had no
event in her New Age life, Adleman was an ide~ that [New Age] was opposed to what the Bible
herbalist who practiced wholistic .medicine and teaches."
read.palms among other activities.
New Agers say that New Age offers them the
"[New Age] appealed to my intellect," Adleman ability to find 'answers.' She said,_"Nothing in New
said. "I was searching for truth and God. Eac.h New Age is documented. The m~re gurus, the more

no

answers. When you're dealing with 'woo-hoo,' you
can't prove cµiything." She called New Age the
future religion for the masses and predicted that
Christians would be in the minority as New Age
thought strives to do away with orthodoxy.
·
"In New Age, there are no absolutes," she said.
In the last' year, Adleman has had 12 speaking
invitations, including one at a youth· camp in
Alaska where she says there is a large New Age
population.
She shares her first hand knowledge of New Age
with her audience. She said, "I'm not an expert but
I was there. I saw everything. I walked through the
thick of it and came out."
Adleman commented on some common New
Age practices. She first discussed Mantra, an
Eastern fortn -of meditation in which a word is
repeated several times while people are seated in
a certain position.
.
.
"It disables tlie mind iri distinguishing reality
from unreality truth from untruth. The mind
shuts down. It makes the mind more easily
progr~able." On contrary she said, "11).e
greatest gift God gives to Christians is the ability
to discern."
She also talked about channeling. She said,
"Channeling is the same as going to a medium.
People are calling disembodied spirits guides.
What they are in reality are demons."
She a,dded, "Would you choose to let one share
see NEW AGE page 4
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has the bone structure to bulk up his
muscles. But it takes much more than just
FROM PAGE 1
huge biceps. .
"You can't say, 'I want to be a star,' oryou'll
get lost,'' said Mansfield. "When you're a star,
a year, . the new federation will break you know it by the sold-out arenas. What you
tradition by caring about its employees.
really need is a gimmick, looks and to be
"You can't treat people like they're a piece extremely well-trained. And you have to have
of meat," said Mansfield. "And business heart. When a wrestler has all of that and
shouldn't cause divorces either. A man graduates from my school, doors.w illopenfor.
should have time to spend with his wife_and him without lplocking."
watch his kids grow up. You're dealing with
And what better incentive to become a pro
human beings, not freaks, geeks and wrestler than the financial gain. Starting
midgets."
salaries for future stars begin at $50,000 by
As if a new federation · isn't enm-l;gh to signing a contract. usually for two years,
oversee, also on Mansfield's back burner is while -superstars can make from six to sevena film he's set to appear in slated to start figure salaries. However, money can't be the
shooting next Spring. On top of that, only encouragement to become a mat warrior.
Mansfie.ld has produced numerous Just like in any sport, it takes determination
wrestling video tapes and 1).as a sports talk and hard work, something Mansfield always
. ran on full throttle.
show in the works.
"You need to give 120 percent. Then you'll
The public's view on grapplers has been
lifted by wrestlers
_ . _...,.,....,.::r-;r-.---~....
be a star,"
such as Jesse
e x p 1a i n s .
C1EOIC1Nf
"The
Body"
Mansfield. "But
WHEEL
Ventura, Piper
once you do,
and Teny Funk,
you have to
Marcus
by starring in
work
even An ancient Indian medicine wh~el used in New Age.
films
with
harder because
speaking p°'rts, ·
there's only one
away responsibility to do
instead of the
place to go."
NEW AGE
right."
So, you've FROMPAGE3
typical stuntman
Lynn Adleman, 34, is an
role.
always dreamed
interior designer.
"Hope f u 11 y,
about becoming your body with you?"
The general New Age
with
my
a pro wrestler?
She had some things to Philosophy:
connections I'll be
The glamour. say about the use of crystals,
I .All is one.
able to persuade
the fame, the which many New Agers say
2.Everything is God.
casting directors
m o n e Y give off a charge or absorb
3.Man's ·problem is
that wrestlers are
definitely
a energies. "People say it puts ignorance
of
higher
not only serious
triple threat of of a charge," she said. "If you consciousness.
people
but
enticement that wo;re a ' Duracell battery
4.We never die but are
serious aCtors ,
can put anyone around your neck, you'd reincarnated.
too, "
said
into a dream have more of a charge."
5.A New Age is coming to
Mansfield. "Usually, [casting directors] world via a sleeper hold.
Many fundamentalists mankind.
think wrestlers don't have the mentality to
It's not for everyone, but it may be for you. have written off the growing The basic Judeo-Christian
act. Then I tell them they're talking tq an ex- At the moment, Mansfield has about 15 sub-culture. Adleman would Tradition:
wrestler. That's when their mouths hit the students in ' his academy but would be disagree with them. She said,
. I.Creation is diverse.
floor."
happier seeing attendance triple.
"It is relevant because it
2. God is personal and
Qualifications to become a great wrestler
Even with all the star wrestlers in the new · teaches a false sense of separate from creation.
don't mean having to stand 6 feet 6 inches federation, h~w will it do against such reality. It is opposed to all
3.Man's problem is sin.
and weigh 250 pounds, but of course it does heavyweights as the RW.A. and the W.W.F.? Judea-Christian beliefs. It · 4.Humans die once.
help. Many outstanding wrestlers are under
"I've got a good feeling about this," said guarantees nothing. There
5.Jesus is coming for a
6 feet, such as Mike Graham. "The· Mansfield. "Time is nearing to T.C.B. Take are no rewards. And it takes secopd tiine.
Continental Lover" himself ~mly stands 5 feet care of business. The new year can't come fast
10 inches. What's irD.portant is that a person enough."
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prescence is essential to
keep the link with Pink ·
Floyd.
Thomas Dolby. far and
away, gives the best
performance as The Teacher.
His sharp, shrieking vocals
prove that he is truly, a
maniacal bastard.
Overall, the concert is
great, the only problem is the
encore, "The Tide is
Turning," which only results
in being anticlirilatic after the
exhillirating crescendo of
"The Trial."
The best cuts off this Lp
are:
"In the Flesh,"
perfomied by the Scorpions,
"The Happiest Days of Our
Lives," by Roger Waters, dim
Haas and Stan Farber,
"Mother," by Sinead O'
Connor.
The Rundfonk Orchestra
and Choir and the Military
Orchestra of the Soviet Army
also shine on, "Bring the
Boys Back Home."
"The Trial,,; all by itself is
worth listening to over and
over again (To keep from
losing its effect, skip the
encore)'.
If you are a Pink Floyd fan
then you MUST buy it, and
all the rest of you should get
it anyway. You've gotta hear.
it to believe it.
-EmmTee

!I Family Style

Artist: The Vaughan
Brothers
Producer: Nile Rodgers
Label: Epic Associated
Family Style is the last
album Stevie Ray Vaughan
made before he died in a
helicopter crash. That's not a
reason to buy it. in spite of
the fact that the album has
probably been vacuumed off
the shelves.
Before he died, Stevie and
his older brother Jimmy put
together the best blues/rock
album of the year, period.
That is a reason to buy it.
Vocally, the Vaughans are
as different as night and day.
Stevie Ray swings from a
howl to a screech, while
Jimmy's voice is smoother
and less distinctive.
Family Style starts off hot.
"Hard to Be" sounds like an
outtake from one of Stevie's
albums. The instrumental
"D/FW features Stevie on
lead guitar as part of a very

tight four-piece band.
"Good Texan~ (vocals by
Jimmy) may be lyrically too
country for ·a college
audience. It's still a lot of fun
(unless, of course, you're
anti-innuendo).
"Tick Tock," .a song about
"universal love" and "peace
and understanding," is the
only song that doesn't belong
on the album. It shows a
heavy touch by producer
(and co-writer) Nile Rodgers,
who should have backed way
off.
"Telephone Song" is
another foray into full-speed
.blues/rock by Stevie Ray and
co-writer Doyle Bramhall,
who also co-wrote "Long
Way... " and "Hard to Be." If
you value your ears, don't
play this song loud on a
Wallanan.
The
album
closes
appropriately
with
"Brothers," in which both
brothers took turns playing
one guitar. (Stevie Ray told
Rolling Stone before he died
that he cried when he took
the guitar from Jimmy.)
White-King does a turn and
the brothers' mother, with
admonitions. like "Y'all
share."
/
The death of one of the
principles gave Family Style
an "instant classic" label.
Had both brothers survived,
it would have earned it
anyway,

TV & Filni Acting
•Basic/Advanced

. •Ages 4 &Up

&~
Acting School
(407) 628-5989

Train'ing actors in central Florida
longer than any other school of its type.

. ..

·Al fhe Back Door

Wedriesday Nites
2 for 1 admission w/this ad
$1 .50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach
$1.50 drinks

Th• best In Alternallv• music with DJ Johnny Ace from Daytona
5100 Adanson street. Orlando

-Tom Kopacz
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